1Â MILES. ( Turf ) ( 1.38¦ ) BERNARD BARUCH H. Grade II. Purse $250,000 ( plus $500 Starters
Bonus ) A HANDICAP FOR THREE YEAR OLDS AND UPWARD. By subscription of $250 each which
should accompany the nomination; $1,250 to pass the entry box and an additional $1,250 to start. For horses
not originally nominated, a supplemental payment of $2,500 (along with the entry and starting fees) may
be made at any time prior to the assignment of weights. The purse to be divided 55% to the winner, 20%
NINTH RACE
to second, 12% to third, 6% to fourth, 4% to fifth and 3% divided equally amongst the remaining finishers.
Dirt weights: Three year olds, 120 lbs.; Older, 126 lbs. Non-winners of a Graded Sweepstake on the dirt in
2017-18 allowed 2 lbs.; of $60,000 on the dirt in 2017-18 or a Sweepstake on the dirt 4 lbs.; of three races on
SEPTEMBER 3, 2018 the dirt, 6 lbs. (Maiden, claiming, starter and state-bred allowance races not considered). A Trophy will
be presented to the winning owner. The New York Racing Association reserves the right to transfer this
race to the Main Track where dirt allowance weights will apply. In the event that this raceis taken off the
turf, it may be subject to downgrading upon review by the Graded Stakes Committee. Closed Saturday,
August 18, 2018 with 18 Nominations. (Rail at 12 feet).
Value of Race: $243,000 Winner $137,500; second $50,000; third $30,000; fourth $15,000; fifth $10,500. Mutuel Pool $613,661.00 Exacta Pool
$372,677.00 Trifecta Pool $214,805.00 Superfecta Pool $89,698.00

Saratoga

Last Raced

Horse

10å17 ªLBSª
11Ý18 ¦¥Sar©
11Ý18 ¦¥Sar§
11Ý18 ¦¥Sar¦
11Ý18 ¤Sar¦

Qurbaan
L 5 117 5 4 4¦ 4¦ 4¦ô 2¦ 1ó Ortiz I Jr
Forge-GB
L 5 115 3 2 3¦ 3¦ 3Ç 3Ç 2ó Franco M
Projected-GB
L 6 118 2 3 2§ 2¦ô 2¦ 1¦ 3§ Castellano J J
Inspector Lynley
L 5 119 4 5 5 5 5 5 4ô Ortiz J L
Voodoo Song
L 4 122 1 1 1§ô 1¨ô 1¦ 4¦ô 5 Lezcano J
OFF AT 5:06 Start Good. Won driving. Course firm.
TIME :24, :47©, 1:11¦, 1:34, 1:40 ( :24.13, :47.89, 1:11.36, 1:34.00, 1:40.00 )

M/Eqt. A. Wt PP St ² ¶ º Str Fin

Jockey

6 -QURBAAN
28.00
3 -FORGE-GB
2 -PROJECTED-GB
$1 �EXACTA �6-3 � PAID� $94.25� 50�CENT �TRIFECTA �6-3-2 �
PAID� $166.00� 10�CENT �SUPERFECTA �6-3-2-5 � PAID� $54.85�

$2 Mutuel Prices:

Odds $1

10.20
9.90

13.00
13.30
3.05
4.10
0.60

6.80
7.00
4.00

Ch. h, (Jan), by Speightstown - Flip Flop-Fr , by Zieten . Trainer McLaughlin Kiaran P. Bred by Justin Carthy (Ky).

QURBAAN hit the inside of the gate at the start then bumped lightly with INSPECTOR LYNLEY, rounded the first turn in the
two path, settled comfortably on the outside, moved closer as the field bunched with a half-mile to run, went around the far turn
in the three path, was asked coming to the quarter-pole, rallied four wide into the stretch, chased PROJECTED under a strong
hand ride, was put to a left-handed whip at the furlong marker, drifted out under a continued left-handed whip approaching the
sixteenth-pole, fought determinedly to the wire and narrowly prevailed in a three-way photo. FORGE (GB) saved ground on the
first turn, was reserved outside on the backstretch, moved closer near the half-mile pole, drafted inside on the far turn, was asked
while shifting three wide into the stretch, chased under a solid hand ride while caught behind the leader with insufficient space to
attack, found clear space when QURBAAN drifted out nearing the sixteenth-pole and was put to a right-handed whip then surged
coming to the wire but just missed while narrowly able to get the place. PROJECTED (GB) was hustled from the start, traveled
around the first turn in the two path, was well placed just off the pace, came under urging leaving the backstretch, chased in the two
path on the far turn, made a bid while given a crack of a right-handed whip outside the quarter-pole, spun three wide into the stretch
then took the lead around the three-sixteenths, held a length advantage into the final furlong, fought with QURBAAN into the final
sixteenth then both that foe and FORGE late and was denied on the wire while clear for the show. INSPECTOR LYNLEY bumped
lightly with QURBAAN at the start then was eased back to the rear, saved ground on the first turn, was reserved under a snug
hold, rounded the far turn in the two path, was roused inside the five-sixteenths, swung four wide into the stretch then came under
a left-handed whip, moved out a bit more around the three-sixteenths and lacked the needed kick. VOODOO SONG broke alertly
from the inside post, moved clear early, set the pace on the inside with a sizable advantage, saw the lead shrink with a half-mile
to run, was coaxed along against the rail on the far turn, came under stronger encouragement approaching the quarter-pole, spun
into the two path entering the stretch, was headed under a right-handed whip at the three-sixteenths, dropped back into the final
furlong and gave way. (Rail at 12 Feet)
Owners- 1, Shadwell Stable; 2, Juddmonte Farms Inc; 3, Juddmonte Farms Inc; 4, Janney III Stuart S and Phipps Stable; 5, Schwartz
Barry K
Trainers- 1, McLaughlin Kiaran P; 2, Mott William I; 3, Brown Chad C; 4, McGaughey III Claude R; 5, Rice Linda
Scratched- Synchrony ( 01Sep18 ¦¥Mth¦ )
$1 Pick Three (5-2-6) Paid $1,974.00 ; Pick Three Pool $158,436 .
$1 Daily Double (2-6) Paid $187.75 ; Daily Double Pool $106,470 .

